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News from Prince Edward Island  
 

News from Holland College and PEI Public Library Service 
Emily MacIsaac, VP PEI, Student Engagement & Instructional Librarian, Holland College 

At the Library 

At the Holland College Library, we are preparing for the upcoming school year! This means we are 

refining our instructional materials and active learning strategies. Emily MacIsaac has been diligently 

working on the Holland College website to create a 'New Staff Orientation' guide with the goal of 

assisting new staff in finding useful resources from the Holland College Library Department. 

The PWC Library staff was thrilled to witness three of our regulars graduate in June and take the official 

LPN (Licensed Practical Nursing) exam in July! While some of our regulars have already graduated, we 

are always eager to welcome new students joining Holland College in September. 

September Programming 

This year the PWC library team wants to meet students where 

they are by offering programs where they can meet other students 

and receive helpful advice! The first event, Coffee & Talk, allows 

students to meet their peers and staff members, fostering 

connections and a sense of belonging at Holland College. Campus 

Crash Course is an informative event where Emily MacIsaac and 

Leslie Holt provide tips about different departments at the College 

and navigating through Charlottetown. The final event, the 

Student Advice Panel, encourages incoming students to seek 

guidance from second-year students about their college 

experiences and what they have learned along the way. 
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Updates from the PEI Public Library 

The Library of Things is growing again - Islanders are now able to borrow Kobo Libra2, an easy-to-use e-

reader! This is an excellent way for patrons to use Overdrive to borrow books as well as test out an e-

reader for free. 


